
BIZARRE LAWSUIT SETTLED -- 
INVOLVING NASA, NASTY FOOD,

& chef "Dirty Finger Al”
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A former fellow chef for Lackmann was  quoted as 
saying that “Dirty Al” was “grotesque in his hygiene 
because of filthy hands and fingers and open, oozing 
sores while cooking.” 	
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DIRTY FINGER AL

 federal lawsuit that claimed 
outdated, spoiled food was 
served at NASA’s Kennedy 

Space Center, has been settled.  The 
case began several years ago when a 
former employee of Lackmann (the  
food service provider for the Center) 
was fired after she reported food 
handling problems.

Leaked from this lawsuit was 
information about the chef who 
helped run the Space Center’s kitchen. 
Apparently he lacked basic food safety 
knowledge. Al Motta , also referred to 
in culinary circles around Orlando as 
“Dirty Finger Al”, allegedly  used 
weeks-old outdated food, including 

rancid chicken and rotten vegetables, 
to feed customers at the center. 

Other employees told attorneys that 
whenever health inspectors were 
in the area, restaurants would 
spread the word so that kitchen 
employees in the Space Center and in 
other facilities could clean up their act.

The original complaint claimed 
Lackmann Food Services used weeks-
old outdated food, usually 
disguised in spicy dishes like chili 
or barbecue. The company denied 
the allegation at the time, saying it 
actually does about six times better 
than average in its state inspections.

Food safety know-how

Dirty Finger Al stumbled over some basic 
questions from attorneys during pre-trial 
interviews, even though he's spent most 
of his life in the food industry.

For example, Motta said that cold food 
has be kept below 70 degrees to avoid 
bacteria growth, when it actually has to 
be kept 41 or below.

Don’t be a Dirty Finger Al

"I  will not make any comments," Motta 
said. With that, he hung up.
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